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This book is a study of three novels which

(p. 1). She then defines "liminal" in accordance

were originally written in French and first pub‐

with Victor Turner's pattern for the rite of pas‐

lished in Paris between 1953 and 1961, when the

sage as marked by three phases: separation, limen

modern francophone African novel was in its in‐

or threshold, and reincorporation.[4] In her book,

fancy and the Negritude movement was still influ‐

then, she analyzes different themes of the novels

ential. The three novels are Camara Laye's The

which she considers important to prove her

Black Child,[1] the story of Camara's childhood in

claim. Each chapter consists of a discussion of a

Guinea, of his education prior to his departure for

different theme: the first addresses the concept of

Oaris, and of his qualms regarding his decision to

place; the second, the relationship between the in‐

remain in France; Mongo Beti's Mission to Kala,

dividual and the community; the third, the acqui‐

[2] the story of young Jean-Marie Mezda's revers‐

sition of knowledge by the protagonists; the

es in Cameroon after he failed to graduate from

fourth, the failure of the main character to fill the

the French school; and Cheikh Hamidou Kane's

role of the patriarch; the fifth, the protagonists'

Ambiguous Adventure,[3] the story of Samba Dial‐

"movement between two cultural traditions"; and

lo who, raised in a strict spiritual Koranic milieu

in the last chapter the author points out that the

and then sent to Paris to learn skills needed for

main characters suffer for not having mentors. In

the survival of his community, discovers the secu‐

each chapter she presents all three novels from

lar temptations of rational thought, and upon his

the particular point of view selected.

return to Senegal is unable to reconcile the two
worlds he has come in contact with, and perishes.

My assessment is that, while most of the ele‐
ments studied separately in each chapter are

Wangari wa Nyatetu-Waigwa claims in her in‐

valid, examining the novels as "liminal" fails to

troduction that hers is a new way of looking at

shed new light on them, and that the structure the

these novels, that by grouping them as "liminal"

author chose results in a fragmentary presenta‐

and examining them as such we gain new insights

tion. It actually detracts from her real contribu‐
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tion which is a sensitive, careful, intelligent, well

pages and is markedly less detailed than that of

documented, and well written textual analysis of

Laye's and Kane's novels.

the novels. Perhaps the fact that this book was

Notwithstanding these basic reservations, I

originally a doctoral dissertation, subject to the in‐

would recommend listing wa Nyatetu-Waigwa's

herent academic pressure to discover something

book in a bibliography for students whose course

new, explains the goal and the structure chosen. It

syllabus includes the novels she has analyzed. It

actually seems as if the author herself had some

offers a much more detailed analysis of the texts

misgivings: while her introduction is detailed and

than other recent critical writings do.[9] Ameri‐

heavily documented, her conclusion is ever so

can students in particular would benefit from the

brief and only loosely returns to the claims made

author's acumen when it comes to text interpreta‐

in the introduction.

tion and to close analysis of specific linguistic and

For this reader, there is one further problem.

stylistic structures. It would be an eye opener for

The novels can indeed, as the author states, be

them to learn what the use of a particular pro‐

considered

popular

noun or verb tense can reveal. Wa Nyatetu-Waig‐

among early francophone African writers who

wa's writing is very clear; her text analysis skills,

went in search of their roots in an effort to define

obviously honed by French "explication de texte"

their own as well as their peoples' identity.[5]

training, also make her book useful to teachers

However, the appropriateness of juxtaposing

who are not specialists in literature and may wish

these particular novels is questionable. Mission to

to include these readings in an "Introduction to

Kala differs in its ironic overtone and in content

Africa" or an advanced French language course

from the other two. The original French title of

on the high school or college level. Furthermore,

Beti's novel Mission terminee [finished, complet‐

the book is helpful because it has a sound bibliog‐

ed] puts in doubt liminality and implies, as Abiola

raphy. One word of caution: the author assumes

Irele has pointed out, an at least partially success‐

familiarity with the novels. At no point does she

ful journey of self-discovery.[6] Moreover, while it

offer a synopsis; nor does she situate the novels

can be considered as a Bildungsroman, Beti's nov‐

historically.

Bildungsromane--a

genre

el is largely a portrayal of the effects of the op‐

In summary, assuming as I do that the novels

pressive colonial regime on traditional African so‐

studied in this book are still of general interest

ciety.[7] Actually this novel belongs to a category

and are of sufficient literary merit to remain im‐

differnt from the one which encompasses the oth‐

portant, the author, while not achieving her aim,

er two. Kenneth W. Harrow was right when he

has written a book useful to readers of The Black

classified Laye's and Kane's novels as "litterature

Child and of Ambiguous Adventure in particular.

de temoignage," i.e. as literature which represents
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